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went to a shrink about his writer's block and the shrink 
asked him how his pecker was and he said it was all right 
but the shrink's face bothered him: as contented as an
apple and then the shrink asked him about his dreams and 
he answered that they were dull and not worth recounting 
and the shrink told him that a creative block was some­
times caused by doing the same things over and over 
again and the shrink went on to say that he must do 
something gallantly unpredictable
he watched the shrink
put out his cigarette into the ashtray, it was a very 
full ashtray and he picked it up, walked over to the 
shrink and threw the contents against his shirt, then 
took both hands and rubbed the ashes all about the 
shirtfront and the ugly necktie, then finished and sat 
down as the shrink asked him if he had ever been insti­
tutionalized and he told him that he had been many times, 
but never in a madhouse, then the shrink asked him if he 
considered the writer's profession a worthwhile one and 
he said that it certainly was, only that the practitioners 
made him ashamed to belong to that particular tribe and 
then the shrink proposed that the writer should indulge 
in something that would give him a more righteous feeling 
of freedom
that's when the writer got up and walked out 
of there without paying the seemingly restrictive and 
unfair fee and, sure enough, when he got back to his room 
and sat down the typewriter began working again.
—  Charles Bukowski 
San Pedro CA
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Phil Weidman's Second Wind: Selected & New Poems, 1968-86, 
($14) and Reliquaire, a collaboration between William L. 
Fox and James C. McCormick ($8) fm. Duck Down Press, P.0. 
Box 1047, Fallon NV 89406. y Gerald Locklin's The English 
Mini-Tour, $2.50 fm. Vergin Press, Peterbergstrasse 5,
6509 Bechtolsheim, West Germany. y James Schevill's 
Oppenheimer's Chair, $4 fm. Dancing Bear Productions, P.0. 
Box 733, Concord MA 01742. y M. Kasper's Plans For The 
Night, $7.50 fm. Benzene Editions, P.O. Box 383, New York 
NY 10014. y Kirk Robertson's Matters Of Equal Height, $10 
fm. West Coast Poetry Review, 1335 Dartmouth Dr., Reno NV 
89109. y Many more mini-reviews to come! Continued in WR: 
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